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Fig. 1. Blind users collaborating on an interactive tabletop. Left: after receiving spatial audio feedback about
her partners’ findings, a user drags her finger to that location. Middle: a user found a relevant object for her
partner, proceeding to grab and guide his hand to the object’s position. Right: without knowing where their
partners are exploring, the users experience unintentional physical contact.
Interactive tabletops offer unique collaborative features, particularly their size, geometry, orientation and,
more importantly, the ability to support multi-user interaction. Although previous efforts were made to make
interactive tabletops accessible to blind people, the potential to use them in collaborative activities remains
unexplored. In this paper, we present the design and implementation of a multi-user auditory display for
interactive tabletops, supporting three feedback modes that vary on how much information about the partners’
actions is conveyed. We conducted a user study with ten blind people to assess the effect of feedback modes
on workspace awareness and task performance. Furthermore, we analyze the type of awareness information
exchanged and the emergent collaboration strategies. Finally, we provide implications for the design of future
tabletop collaborative tools for blind users.
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INTRODUCTION

In the past decade, interactive tabletops have been successfully used in multiple domains, including
healthcare, education, entertainment, and cultural exhibitions [2, 18, 34, 36]. These devices show
significant advantages in supporting multi-user interaction, namely due to their large shared
surface. Also, tabletop geometry has been shown to encourage equitable participation among users
as well as simultaneous individual interactions with the digital content [32, 33]. Previous research
highlights several benefits of using interactive tabletops: improving collaborative learning [37, 55],
supporting reflection-type conversations [32], enhancing social interaction [18], fostering creativity
as well as engagement [10, 17]. However, people with visual impairments can struggle to engage
with such large surfaces [23, 39]. We argue that not being able to use interactive tabletops, for
example, due to visual impairments, and consequently participate in these group activities, can be
a vehicle of social exclusion.
Despite being an inherently visual technology, touchscreen devices can be used by blind users.
Screen readers, such as Apple’s VoiceOver [3] or Android’s Talkback [20], allow users to explore
and control the device by providing audio feedback for touch actions. However, when considering
the spatial awareness of interface elements, these accessibility services are mostly designed for
smaller form-factors, rather than large collaborative surfaces where the ability to locate items
and establish relationships between them is more challenging. Examples of applications for such
devices include exploring maps [39] and anatomic models in educational settings, or mind maps in
brainstorming sessions [53]. In these, the ability to locate artifacts without losing spatial awareness
and to relate them is relevant. While there is a large body of work on touchscreen accessibility,
research has been restricted to single-user interaction [15, 21, 23, 39].
This raises the question of how accessibility services can support nonvisual collaborative activities
on large touchscreen devices. Particularly, how can we inform users about the actions of others?
This notion of monitoring the activity of others, which provides context for one’s activities is defined
as workspace awareness [14, 28]. Workspace awareness is a crucial aspect of collaboration [28]
and often relies on visual display techniques [30]. However, little is known about using audio for
tabletop multi-user interaction, particularly on how to provide workspace awareness and support
blind people in joint activities.
We present a study that contributes to the understanding of auditory design in enabling nonvisual
collaboration in large touchscreen surfaces. We developed a nonvisual tabletop prototype, shown
in action in Figure 1, with three feedback modes. We examined workspace awareness in colocated collaborative activities to answer: is auditory feedback effective in supporting nonvisual
collaboration in large touchscreens? How does the amount of auditory information delivered
influence patterns of awareness information exchange? How do blind users leverage audio feedback
to engage with one another in co-located collaborative tasks? How is task performance in large
touchscreens affected by the amount of auditory information displayed?
The main contributions of the paper are: first, the design of multi-user auditory feedback for
nonvisual tabletop collaboration; second, analysis of the effects of auditory feedback on blind users’
workspace awareness and task performance when using interactive tabletops; third, we describe
emergent nonverbal collaboration behaviors when blind users engage in joint activities; and finally,
we propose a set of implications for the design of multi-user auditory displays.
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RELATED WORK

The related work reviewed in this section is two-fold: first, we discuss research on touchscreen
accessibility for visually impaired users, including mobile devices and large surfaces; second, we
examine previous attempts to create collaborative systems that leverage audio output as a feedback
modality.
2.1

Touchscreen Accessibility

Mobile touchscreen devices have built-in screen readers that allow blind people to use their devices.
They enable users to explore the screen by dragging their fingers and having the interface elements
(e.g., buttons, labels, images) read aloud as they touch them (i.e., Explore by Touch). Alternatively,
users can perform directional swipes to cycle through interface elements sequentially. A double-tap
or split-tap selects the last heard element [38]. Over the last decade, numerous projects aimed
at improving touchscreen interfaces, including understanding the performance of gestures [41],
proposing new text input techniques [6, 24, 51, 52], and leveraging Braille knowledge [4, 58].
Other solutions took advantage of concurrent speech feedback [23], augmented touchscreens with
physical interfaces [40, 60, 62] or haptic feedback [19, 46]. Touchscreen devices have also been
combined with computer vision-based solutions to create novel assistive technologies [26, 27].
For more examples, Grussenmeyer and Folmer [21] provide an extensive survey of accessible
touchscreen technologies.
Regarding large touch surfaces, Guerreiro et al. [25] investigated the exploration strategies
employed by blind users when two-hand interaction is supported in a tabletop. Bardot et al. [5] also
studied two-hand exploration with bi-lateral audio and vibrotactile feedback using a smartwatch on
each wrist. Kane et al. [39] proposed three input techniques that enhanced performance with these
devices by removing the need to perform absolute spatial explorations. These techniques were
evaluated in an interactive map application. Indeed, this is the most frequent application associated
with large touch surfaces for visually impaired people; several projects relied on large tactile maps
augmented with auditory feedback and projections [1]. A detailed review was conducted by Brock
et al. [7]. More recently, Ducasse et al. proposed the use of tangibles over interactive tabletops to
ease blind users’ spatial explorations [15]. The authors proposed a new type of tangible that uses a
retractable reel to render digital links into physical. Another existing alternative for making large
interactive surfaces accessible to the blind are large tactile displays [59], which can help preserve
users’ spatial memory. However, these do not scale properly for multiple users.
Overall, although efforts have been made to make large touch surfaces accessible to blind users,
the potential to use these devices in collaborative activities with blind people has remained mostly
unexplored.
2.2

Collaboration and Audio

According to Gutwin and Greenberg [28], it is important to consider workspace awareness when
designing systems to support collaborative work over a shared workspace. This includes providing
knowledge about where the other users are and what actions they are performing. Naturally, this
involves monitoring both the shared space and others, as well as displaying one’s activities to the
group [14]. Audio has been shown to support awareness in groupware systems when combined
with graphics to overcome limitations associated with visual displays [30, 31]. More recently, it has
been shown that it can be used as a sole means for supporting nonvisual collaboration between
sighted users in accessing and editing shared hierarchical menu structures [48].
One question that arises in auditory collaborative systems is the effect of the different means of
delivering audio feedback on collaborative work. Hancock et al. [31] assigned a different timbre to
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each user, showing increased group awareness but at the cost of decreased individual performances.
Others [54] investigated the use of spatialized speech feedback, showing that users leverage the
spatial position of their peers’ speech to maintain awareness of their interactions with the shared
space. Morris et al. [50] compared the use of headphones and shared speakers to deliver auditory
feedback to a group of tabletop sighted users. They found that collaboration strategies changed
when users wore headphones and that using headphones does not impede group communication.
Although numerous projects have studied the effect of auditory designs on collaborative work,
these studies focus on combining it with graphical interfaces.
In a seminal work, Winberg and Bowers [61] showed that visually impaired users could interweave their active manipulations of collaborative interfaces with talk; however, missing content
changes from peers could result in disengagement from the task. McGookin and Brewster [47]
investigated users collaborating to create graphs with an audio-haptic tool. The use of shared
audio enabled awareness; however, the amount and type of audio needed seemed dependent on the
strategy adopted (divide and conquer vs. turn-taking). Buzzi et al. [9] examined the accessibility
challenges of an online text editing tool, highlighting the need for “accessible awareness” where the
status and actions of users should be visible. On a similar topic, Das et al. [13] conducted interviews
with 20 visually impaired professionals that use collaborative writing tools. They highlight the
need for better auditory designs and the potential of using spatial audio, concurrent feedback,
and multiple voices to enhance the visibility of collaborative actions. Kunz et al. [42] proposed
to make pointing gestures above tabletop devices accessible to blind users as nonvisual cues are
crucial in collaborative work. More recently, Pölzer et al. [53] presented a system to support blind
people to participate in co-located brainstorm sessions with mix-ability teams by detecting pointing
gestures and transcoding visual information to audio feedback. More broadly, Luque et al. [45]
proposed a framework to analyse collaborative settings involving people with disabilities in order
to identify potential challenges and coping mechanism. All these studies emphasize the importance
of designing for workspace awareness in collaborative systems and the challenges of doing so
through auditory feedback.
3

USER STUDY

Research on accessible large touchscreen surfaces is largely limited to single-user interaction. To
the best of our knowledge, we are the first to investigate the effect of auditory design on tabletop
awareness and how such information is then used by blind users in co-located collaborative
activities.
Our main goal in this user study was to understand how the amount of auditory information
affects both workspace awareness information exchange and task performance. Furthermore, we
investigated how the existence of onscreen distractors – as a variable of task difficulty – affects
each feedback mode. To this end, we designed and implemented a nonvisual tabletop prototype
that can be customized to provide different auditory feedback modes.
This study aims to answer four main research questions:
(1) Is auditory feedback effective in supporting nonvisual collaboration in large touchscreens?
(2) How is task performance in large touchscreens affected by the amount of auditory information
displayed?
(3) How does the amount of auditory information delivered influence patterns of awareness
information exchange?
(4) How do blind users leverage audio feedback to engage with one another in co-located
collaborative tasks?
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Collaborative Task

Tabletops excel in conveying 2D spatial relations, due to their geometry and dimensions. We chose
the fundamental tasks of exploring the screen and selecting targets. It is essential to highlight that
given the size of a tabletop device, such a task can be challenging to complete using a screen reader
[23, 39]. Furthermore, note that although sequential navigation – using directional swipes – can be
used independently of the screen size, it does not convey information about the location of items
and, therefore, is not appropriate for applications such as maps, diagrams, or 2D models, where the
spatial relationship between interface elements is relevant.
We had three types of targets: squares, circles, and triangles. We asked pairs of participants to
select all squares and circles. The task consisted of selecting five squares and five circles. Triangles
were considered distractors and simulate irrelevant interface elements. Participants were informed
that they could only select one type of target: either squares or circles; however, the overall goal
was to finish selecting both types of targets as quickly as possible.
We developed a stimuli application responsible for generating target positions within a 9 x 5 grid
(45 positions), as exemplified in Figure 2. All artifacts on the screen had an associated label that
described its shape; i.e., "square", "circle", or "triangle". We used a sparse target layout to give the
illusion of a freeform layout and avoid placing all targets on a limited screen area. For that purpose,
we used three rules that needed to be met for a partially-randomized generation of artifacts’ location:
(1) each artifact needs to be at least one cell apart from the others (both horizontally and vertically);
(2) there should be precisely one artifact type per grid line so that they are equidistant from both
participants; (3) there should be at least two artifacts of each type on each side of the tabletop,
to avoid clustering all targets on the same side. Participants were not informed that targets were
distributed in a grid layout. All targets were 10cm x 10cm. The stimuli application recorded all
screen layouts, including the type of targets, positions, and all users’ touch interactions. For this
evaluation, the visual display was removed from the tabletop.
3.2

Auditory Feedback Modes

Our prototype is based on the traditional explore-by-touch approach used in mainstream screen
readers where users can drag a finger to explore onscreen content while interface elements are
read aloud. Double-tapping selects the target.

Fig. 2. Targets distributed in accordance with our position generation rules.
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Our multi-user nonvisual interactive tabletop provides users with a unique text-to-speech voice
to support collaboration. For two people, each user is assigned a different voice – either male or
female – as audio frequency is a good parameter to maximize speech discrimination [22]. For more
than two users, voice variations can be used. Such approach has been previously used to support
two-handed interaction [25].
Furthermore, we use spatialized speech to display target positions on the tabletop. Spatialization
is relative to the user’s location, which means that users can freely move around the tabletop, and
auditory feedback dynamically adapts to their physical location relative to the target position. In
terms of collaborative work, the spatialized feedback implicitly illustrates the screen areas being
explored by partners, thus increasing the potential to increase workspace awareness.
We investigated three auditory feedback modes, which employ different trade-offs between
privacy and visibility [16] of the users’ information:
(1) Private - behaves similarly to a traditional screen reader as speech feedback is restricted to
users’ own actions;
(2) Public - users receive audio feedback about their own actions as well as all the actions of
partners;
(3) Task-Dependent - in addition to their own actions, users receive feedback about their partners’
actions that are relevant for the collaborative task. What constitutes a relevant action needs
to be defined beforehand.
For the task-dependent feedback mode, we considered the type of target as the relevant attribute
to filter information about the partner’s actions. For instance, if users could select squares, only
when their partner touched a square would they receive the respective spatialized speech feedback.
We emphasize that the partners’ actions are read with a different voice (the one assigned to the
partner) to enable distinguishing each other’s actions.
3.3

Prototype

To test our multi-user nonvisual interactive tabletop and assess the effect of different feedback
modes, we developed a prototype using a custom setup and the Unity engine.
3.3.1 Hardware setup. The hardware setup used for our prototype is shown in Figure 3. It consists
of an interactive tabletop, two Bluetooth stereo headphones, and a pair of depth cameras, connected
to two laptop computers. The tabletop has an interactive surface with 55" diagonal (1.21m x 0.69m).
An infra-red based multi-touch frame placed on top of the surface is used to detect users’ touches.
The Bluetooth headphones allow us to give audio feedback to each user individually. The chosen
headphones were intentionally over-ear, in opposing to in-ear alternatives. We chose models that
did not isolate external audio so that verbal communication between users was not affected.
For tracking people around the tabletop, we use a non-invasive solution with two Microsoft
Kinect v2 depth cameras, connected to our prototype through the Creepy Tracker toolkit [57].
Each camera is pointed at one of the participants’ side of the tabletop to optimize tracking. The
toolkit provides information about the participants’ skeletons and allows the configuration of the
position and orientation of the interactive surface. Therefore, both touch and user information can
be matched to a single coordinate system.
The main computer runs our prototype and the tracker hub while connected to the multi-touch
frame, a depth camera, and a headphone. The second computer connects to the second depth
camera and the remaining headphone.
To map a touchscreen event to a single user, we relate the spatial location of both the touch
event and the users’ hands. For simplification of audio feedback, we only allow one touch per user,
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Depth cameras

Bluetooth stereo headphones

Interactive tabletop

Fig. 3. Prototype setup: an interactive tabletop, two Bluetooth stereo headphones and two Microsoft Kinect
v2 depth cameras, connected to two laptop computers.

being considered the one that started earlier. When a new touch is detected, we associated it with
the closest hand (i.e., hand tip joint from the Kinect skeletons).
3.3.2 Auditory feedback. After determining users’ touch positions, our gesture recognizer detects
both users’ actions to give appropriate feedback. Users can either drag a finger on the surface,
triggering feedback about the objects they intersect, or double-tap to select the last intersected
object. If users attempt to select an object that cannot be selected, the prototype plays an error
message; otherwise, it plays a successful selection.
We used two voices (one for each user), which consisted of two recordings of the same clip by a
male and a female interlocutor. As for sound spatialization, we used the spatial audio capabilities of
Unity: users’ positions are used for audio listeners, and touch locations are used for audio sources.
We do not consider head orientation as we intend the audio feedback to be provided considering
the user’s position in relation to the tabletop; i.e. if users hear the audio corresponding to an artifact
coming from the left, it is because the artifact is, in fact, to their left. Note that the volume of the
left and right channels is not binary. For instance, if an artifact is in front of the users, but more to
the left, users will hear sound from both channels, but the volume of the left channel will be higher.
Both audio sources’ and audio listeners’ positions are projected to the same horizontal plane
to amplify the spatialization effect. This makes the maximum volume to be played for an artifact
close to the user, whereas if the original 3D positions were used, the height difference between
the users and the tabletop would have a significant effect attenuating the sound, thus rendering
the distance between artifacts less perceptible. To attenuate the feedback volume according to the
distance between the artifacts and the users, we use a custom quadratic roll-off function where a
zero volume corresponds to the furthest distance a target can be from users (i.e., the diagonal of
the tabletop).
To deliver sound to both users, we use two satellite applications running on different computers
that communicate with the main application, each connected to a Bluetooth headphone. Whenever
a user touches an artifact or performs a selection, a message is broadcasted to these satellite
applications, containing information about the action performed, the user who performed it, the
position of the sound relative to both users, and the active feedback mode.
Proc. ACM Hum.-Comput. Interact., Vol. 4, No. ISS, Article 2451. Publication date: November 2020.
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Participants

We recruited 10 participants (7 males), five pairs. Participants were recruited from a local social
institution. Their ages ranged from 20 to 59 (M=46, SD=11.86) years old. All participants were
legally blind: three of the participants were congenitally blind and the remaining onset blindness
ranged from 13 to 56 years (M=27.3, SD=13.8). Eight participants were fully blind and 2 had
residual vision. None reported having motor or hearing impairments. All participants had prior
social relationships as they attended the same institution. All participants were right-handed
and had daily experience with touchscreen mobile phones (performing tasks such as calls, text
messages, radio apps, read email, access weather information, and social media) and consequently
had experience with VoiceOver or Talkback for at least 2 months (M=5.22, SD=3.38 in years). None
of the participants had previous experience with tabletop displays.
3.5

Procedure

Before each evaluation session, we calibrated the headphones’ volume for each participant, until they
confirmed that both audio feedback and external audio sources were heard. The two screen-reader
voices (male and female) were randomly assigned to participants. We then instructed participants
on how to use the interactive tabletop and invited them to explore our prototype until they were
familiar with the three feedback modes. They were presented with tasks, similar to those used
during the test, for each feedback mode. This training stage lasted for 10 minutes as participants
were given time to interact with the screen while dissipating all doubts until they felt comfortable
with both the feedback mode and the task. Participants stood facing each other, and the tabletop,
wearing headphones.
We invited participants to perform the experimental tasks and instructed them to select all targets
(i.e., circles and squares) as quickly as possible. They were reminded of the type of target they were
able to select and to which voices both users’ actions corresponded. Participants selected targets by
performing a double-tap. The swipe to navigate gesture, common in mainstream screen readers,
was not available to encourage users to explore the screen. The order of feedback conditions (private,
task-dependent, public) was randomized. For each feedback condition, participants performed two
tasks: one with five additional distractors on the screen (triangles) and another without distractors.
Participants were given a maximum of 7 and 5 minutes to complete the tasks with distractors and
without distractors, respectively.
After performing both tasks for each feedback mode, the pairs were asked to complete an
individual questionnaire. The questionnaires consisted of six Likert items (1 - strongly disagree
to 5 - strongly agree) with the following statements: “Tasks were easy to complete”, “I helped
my partner”, “My partner helped me”, “Too much information was being read aloud”, “Tasks
were frustrating”, “Tasks were finished quickly”. After finishing all experimental conditions, we
interviewed participants to gather general opinions about the auditory feedback, the task, and
the collaborative experience. The total time for the session was between 50 and 90 minutes. Each
participant was compensated for their time with a e15 gift card.
3.6

Study Design and Data Analysis

We used a within-subjects design where each participant tested all feedback conditions: 3 feedback
modes x 2 distractor conditions. All evaluation sessions were video recorded, and all interactions
with the tabletop were logged.
Task performance was measured by task success rate, task completion time, selection attempts,
and error rate (ratio between failed selections and total attempts). Moreover, we investigate touch
exploration behaviors by measuring touch time, grid coverage, and distance covered.
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Coding

Description

What I did

Participant informs what action s/he just performed, without a previous request from the partner.

What I am doing
What I will do

Participant informs what action s/he is performing, without a previous request from the partner.
Participant informs what action s/he is about to perform, without a previous request from the
partner.

Where I am

Participant informs her/his location, without a previous request from the partner. Can be verbal or
physical.

Supply

Completion Status
What did you do?
What are you doing?
Request

Participant informs if s/he completed a task or an action, or the situation towards completion,
without a previous request from the partner.
Participant asks what action her/his partner just performed, without a previous supply from the
partner.
Participant asks what action her/his partner is performing, without a previous supply from the
partner.

What will you do?

Participant asks what action her/his partner is about to perform, without a previous supply from
the partner.

Where are you?

Participant asks what her/his partner location is, without a previous supply from the partner.

Completion Status

Participant asks if her/his partner completed a task or an action, or about the situation towards
completion, without a previous supply from the partner.

Table 1. Coding scheme used to perform the video analysis.

We ran a two-way repeated-measures ANOVA with feedback mode (3 levels) and distractor
condition (2 levels) as factors. Quantitative values were tested for normal distributions (ShapiroWilk’s test). In case data failed the assumption, we applied a data transformation (e.g., log, square
root) to guarantee that the data fit the repeated measures ANOVA assumptions. Finally, we tested
for sphericity (Mauchly’s test) and used the Greenhouse-Geisser correction when the assumption
was not met. When statistically significant interactions were found, we used a one-way repeated
measures ANOVA to assess differences between feedback modes, and a paired t-test to identify
differences between distractor condition. Bonferroni corrections were used for post-hoc tests. For
the questionnaire data, we ran a Friedman test.
Regarding the video analysis, we coded all footage to capture the content and patterns of
workspace awareness information exchange during the collaborative activities. We used a coding
scheme based on Gutwin and Greenberg’s [28] framework for workspace awareness (WA) and later
refined by Metatla et al. [48], as illustrated in Table 1. We divided the coding of WA information
exchange into Requested and Supplied types. The requested type refers to occasions where an
exchange is triggered by participants explicitly asking their partners for information, whereas the
supplied type refers to information provided by participants to their partners without the latter
having asked for it. We focused the coding scheme on Intentions, Actions or Location. Intentions
and actions relate to explicit references to past, current, and future activities as well as indications
of completion statuses. Concerning location, the coding scheme captured verbal and physical
information exchanges about the position of targets on the touchscreen.
4

EFFECT OF FEEDBACK MODES

In this section, we present results related to the effect of feedback modes on task performance and
WA information exchanges.
4.1

Task Performance Results

All pairs successfully completed all tasks within the time limit, resulting in 100% success rate. The
statistical analysis of task completion time revealed no significant differences between conditions
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(private M=88.6s, SD=21.3s; task-dependent M=102.9s, SD=32.5s; public M=99.4s, SD=32.2s), suggesting that although public mode delivers irrelevant auditory information, users are able to filter
it out and maintain task efficiency.
When analyzing touch time, a statistically significant interaction was found for the time when
the two participants were touching the tabletop at the same time (F(2,8)=7.830, p<.05), i.e. working
simultaneously. Post-hoc tests revealed that in the private feedback mode, both participants explored
the tabletop simultaneously for a significantly longer period of time in the distractors condition
(t(4)=-2.814, p<.05, M=65.8%, SD=10.5%) than when they were not present (M=55.6%, SD=16.0%).
This result is likely related to the increased number of targets (distractors) and users spending more
time touching the screen to hear the private feedback.
The presence of distractors also had a significant effect on the total number of selections
(F(1,9)=9.223, p<.05) and error rate (F(1,9)=5.974, p<.05). The distractor’s condition had a higher
selection count (M=8.5, SD=3.8) than the no distractors condition (M=6.7, SD=2.1), which led to
a higher rate of wrong selections (distractors M=16.5%, SD=16.4% and no-distractors M=6.6%,
SD=12.4%). These wrong selections happened because participants tried to select distractors, which
is confirmed by the fact that there was no significant difference in tentative selections of other
participants’ targets (F(1,9)=0.052, p=0.825).
We also found a main effect of distractors on grid coverage (F(1,9)=5.128, p<0.05). In the distractors
condition (M=84.2%, SD=10.9%) participants explored more of the grid than in the no-distractors
condition (M=77.9%, SD=13.5%). For the total distance covered by each participant, we found an
interaction between factors (F(2,18)=5.292, p<.05). The public feedback mode was significantly
affected by the distractors (t(9)=-3.829, p<.01). The distance covered was shorter in the no-distractors
condition (M=4.3m, SD=1.8) than in the other (M=6.62m, SD=2.2).
4.2

Workspace Awareness Information Exchanges

In this section, we analyze the patterns of WA information exchange between pairs and how
feedback modes and distractors influenced them.
On average, we found 4.8 (SD=2.5), 5.5 (SD=3.5), and 6.6 (SD=2.8) WA information exchanges in
the private, task-dependent, and public modes, respectively. We did not find a significant main effect
of either feedback mode (F(2,18)=2.357, p=.123) or distractors (F(1,9)=.95, p=.355) on the number
100%
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Fig. 4. Rate of supplies and request for each condition.
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of WA information exchanges. However, we did find a significant interaction between factors
(F(2,18)=4.489, p<.05), suggesting that the public feedback mode is more sensitive to distractors
than private mode (F(2,18)=7.573, p<.05), increasing total information exchanges.
As shown in Figure 4, participants supplied proportionally significantly more WA information to
each other than requested from one another in private (90% supplied vs. 10% requested, Z=-2.807,
p<.01), and public conditions (66% supplied vs. 34% requested, t(9)=2.386, p<.05). However, we
did not find significant differences in the task-dependent feedback mode (65% supplied vs. 35%
requested, t(9)=1.477, p=.174). A separate comparison of the supplied and requested types of WA
information across conditions revealed that the supplied type of exchanges was significantly higher
when using the private mode (M=94%, SD=4.7%) in comparison to the public (M=71.5%, SD=5.1%,
F(2,14)=6.020, p<.05).
One particular type of information was exchanged at significantly higher rates (𝜒 2 (2)=7.00, p<.05):
"Where Are You?" (Figure 5). Significant differences occurred between private and task-dependent
modes (p<.05), and at marginal significance between private and public feedback modes (p=.06).
These results suggest that location requests were triggered when partners explored relevant targets.
This could only happen in task-dependent and public conditions. Moreover, the result shows that
participants were aware of relevant information that originated from partners’ actions. This is a
manifestation of an ability to move between focused individual work to collaborative work.
Results also show a significantly higher rate of "Where I am" supplies (F(9,81)=16.487, p<.001),
which could suggest that the spatialized speech feedback was not effective. However, a detailed
analysis of these supplies shows that some participants are highly proactive in providing target
location information to their partners as soon as they find it (without an explicit request).

What I did

Supply

What I am doing
What will I do
Where I am
Completion Status
What did you do?

Request

What are you doing?
What will you do?
Where are you?
Completion Status
0%
Public

5%

Task-Dependent

10%

15%

20%

Private

Fig. 5. Proportion of each type of workspace awareness information exchange regarding explicit references
to past, current and future actions, location and completion statuses.
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Subjective Ratings

Overall, all feedback modes were well perceived and rated similarly for all six Likert items. This holds
true even for the amount of information made available simultaneously (“Too much information
was being read aloud”), which we expected for the public feedback mode to be rated worse than
the others. However, the median (inter-quartile rate) attributed by participants was similar: 1 (2), 1
(4), and 1.5 (3) for private, task-dependent, and public, respectively (𝜒 2 (2)=2.33, p=.311).
5

NONVISUAL COLLABORATION BEHAVIORS

In this section, we highlight examples of co-located nonvisual collaboration behaviors, namely how
WA information was both supplied and extracted, how participants coordinated strategies, and
discuss the relevance of physical exchanges.
5.1

Supplying Information about Location

Participants often supplied relevant target location information to their partners as soon as they
found it and used various nonverbal behaviors that supplemented verbal instructions.
Deictic references. Blind participants often used referential communication to indicate location. Deictic references such as pointing or gesturing are widely used by sighted users in shared
workspaces [28, 35]. We observed that it is also common in nonvisual collaboration, as all participants pointed at targets while making comments such as "there is a square here". Interestingly,
deictic references themselves are inaccessible to blind participants due to their visual nature (e.g.,
pointing at a target). Participants thus used additional nonverbal/physical mechanisms to inform
partners of target locations.
Audibly tapping on the tabletop. Rather than simply pointing at a target, 40% of the participants
repeatedly tapped on the screen to make its position audible to their partners.
Leaving the finger as reference point. Another strategy to complement deictic references was
leaving their finger on the target (67.1% of all location supplies) while their partners searched for it.
In these cases, 90% of participants always dragged their finger on the tabletop until reaching them,
while partners searched over the tabletop for their hand.
Retrieving partners’ hand. Participants also used more intrusive approaches that consisted of
performing wide sweep movements over the tabletop to eventually find their partners’ hands,
physically grabbing them, and guiding their movement to the target (Figure 1 middle). We observed
this behavior in all physical location supplies. In this case, the helpers used the second hand as a
reference point to facilitate re-locating the target.
Verbal instructions. One could expect that detailed verbal instructions about target locations
would be common in nonvisual collaboration. However, it is worth highlighting that none of the
verbal WA information exchanges contained absolute references to target locations, such as "bottom
left corner" or "center of the tabletop". Instead, verbal instructions were often vague, such as "there
are circles on this side" or used the partner or the tabletop as references: "there is one square here,
to your right side, my left side" and "there is a square here, over this corner".
5.2

Extracting Information about Location

Participants used two main strategies to retrieve location information.
Reacting to spatialized feedback. The multi-user nonvisual interactive tabletop provided spatialized
speech feedback on a given target, which could potentially help users infer the location of relevant
targets being explored by their partners. In both task-dependent and public feedback modes, we
observed 5 and 8 instances, respectively, where participants immediately reacted to speech feedback
by moving their hand in the direction of the intended target without further instructions (Figure 1
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left). Although such behavior suggests that spatialized feedback is effective, further research is
needed to isolate this effect from, for example, the audible physical interactions of partners or
knowledge of partners’ position.
Offering hand. In 49% of all location requests, participants combined verbal requests with physical
behaviors that included making their hands available to their partners, thus allowing them to be
guided to the target. These occurred after hearing a relevant target triggered by the partners’
actions.
5.3

Coordinating Strategies

Only one pair prearranged a strategy to find all targets efficiently. The strategy was based on
divide-and-conquer, where each participant was responsible for exploring their half of the tabletop.
The remaining strategies emerged from individual behaviors.
Individualist. Three participants from three different pairs adopted a strategy of prioritizing
selecting their own targets over sharing relevant information with their partners. Only when all
their targets were selected did they start supplying information about target locations. On the other
hand, their partners assumed the role of supplying most of the information, accounting for 72% of
exchanges.
Over-helper. One of the participants opted for sharing all information without much care for its
relevance, which sometimes seemed to have a negative effect on his partner. For example, while
both participants were exploring, the over-helper decided to supply information about the targets
he was exploring, immediately grabbing his partner’s hand without consent, and thus disrupting
the partner’s exploration.
5.4

Physical Information Exchanges

Supplying and requesting location information. Physical contact was widely advantageous to exchange information about target location and complement deictic references. Participants used a
myriad of physical behaviors as described in the previous section. However, physical exchanges
also came with some issues.
Unintentional contact. Overall, we observed several cases where participants’ screen explorations
resulted in unintentional physical contact (51% of all instances of physical contact). Although one
could argue that such occurrences can benefit WA as participants are made aware of each other’s
hand positions while swiftly negotiating further exploration areas, it can also encompass negative
consequences. First, it can interrupt individual screen exploration strategies [23], affecting users’
task performance and experience. Second, depending on the relationship between participants (or
the lack of it), touching each other’s hands can be a socially uncomfortable experience [49]. We
notice such effect in Pair 5, where the intentional physical exchanges were lower than the average
(31% vs. 49%) and participants were visibly conscious of invading each other’s personal space.
6

DISCUSSION

In this section, we answer our four research questions, summarizing the major results attained,
derive design implications, and report limitations of this work.
6.1

Answering the Research Questions

1. Is auditory feedback effective in supporting nonvisual collaboration in large touchscreens? Results
showed that all participants completed all tasks within the time limit. Participants were able
to engage in parallel collaborative activities, independently of feedback mode. Furthermore, the
multi-user nonvisual interactive tabletop fostered collaborative behaviors, particularly in the taskdependent and public feedback modes, shown by the increase of information requests. This means
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that these feedback modes effectively promoted workspace awareness and enabled participants to
move between individual and joint work.
2. How is task performance in large touchscreens affected by the amount of auditory information
displayed? Results show that feedback mode did not have a significant influence on task completion
time. This suggests that users were able to tease out irrelevant information in the public feedback
mode without a decrease in task performance. Such effect is widely known as the cocktail party
effect [11]. However, the existence of distractors significantly increased the number of errors and
grid coverage, suggesting an impact of task difficulty on user performance.
3. How does the amount of auditory information delivered influence patterns of awareness information exchange? Neither feedback modes nor distractors revealed to have a significant effect on the
total number of information exchanges. Nevertheless, feedback modes that provide higher amounts
of information (public and task-dependent) revealed to have a better balance between the number of
supplies and requests. In contrast, the private mode had a significantly higher rate of supplies that
result from the lesser amount of information received about the partner’s actions, which reduces
awareness and, consequently, increases the need to share more information explicitly.
4. How do blind users leverage audio feedback to engage with one another in co-located collaborative
tasks? Common behaviors included both verbal communication and physical interactions. Supplying
location information, often entailed a verbal announcement complemented with a nonvisual deictic
gesture. To make such nonverbal gestures accessible, blind users adopted multiple strategies,
including audibly tapping on the screen, waiting for the partner to find their hand, or actively
guiding their partners’ hands to target. On the other hand, they spontaneously obtained location
information either through the spatialized feedback or by making their hands available to their
partners to be guided.
We used a framework for workspace awareness [29, 48] to analyze the data as it clearly relates
to the context of our work. Still, links can be made to frameworks that approach coordination or
collaboration more broadly or in different scenarios. To cite one example, Butchibabu et al. [8]
define implicit coordination – providing anticipatory information or status updates – similarly to
what we consider a supply information exchange. On the other hand, explicit coordination can be
included in what we consider a request – prompting or requesting information from others.
6.2

Design Implications

Based on our results and observations, we were able to devise a set of implications that can be useful
for interaction designers targeting multi-user screen readers, particularly for tabletop interaction.
Focus on information sensitivity. Since task performance is not significantly affected by the
amount of information conveyed, interaction designers can focus instead on information sensitivity.
For instance, if no private information is displayed, and designers want to promote workspace
awareness, then the public feedback mode can be used without overloading users. On the other
hand, if sensitive information exists, a private feedback mode would be a better option, letting
users expressly exchange the information they intend, knowing that it would not significantly
hinder task performance. Still, the collaborative system should be designed to allow users to request
"Where are you" type of WA information.
Reduce on-screen content. The existence of unhelpful content in the scene can have a severe
impact on task execution. Whenever possible, artifacts that are not useful for the task at hand
should be omitted. This can help users focus on more relevant content, reduce cognitive load, and
prevent errors.
Consider interaction on and above the tabletop. Information exchange between users happens
not only while touching the interactive surface, but also in the space above it. Besides verbal
exchanges, users often engage in physical communication, mainly to aid in location sharing. As
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such, interaction design should target not only the interaction of the users with the tabletop but also
the interaction between them. Furthermore, this physical communication means that solutions to
support co-located and remote collaboration between blind tabletop users should not be addressed
similarly.
Provide awareness about the other user. An approach based solely on a screen reader provides
feedback when a user touches an artifact, remaining silent the rest of the time. This makes it more
challenging to be aware of the partner’s location, which can lead to undesired hand collisions.
Future research in multi-user nonvisual tabletops should be sensitive to such social aspects and
strive to minimize interaction that can be socially awkward. For example, users could be informed
when they are getting closer to their partner’s hand. Also, as a side effect, by helping users know
where their partners are located, WA information exchanges can be made more accessible.
Make deictic expressions meaningful. Blind people also point. However, if their partner is also blind,
the location they are pointing at will not be perceived without additional information exchanges.
Strategies to make these deictic expressions more meaningful should be investigated to help guide
users to the intended target without requiring their partners to hold the position and/or physically
navigate them. For instance, such features could be triggered by an interface that recognizes
multiple taps on the same location, holding a touch for a predetermined time period or verbal
commands.
Use multiple taps wisely. Since users tend to perform multiple taps to convey location to their
partners, designers should take extra care to prevent them from inadvertently invoking other
functions. As an alternative, such functions could be activated by using touches with different
signatures [43].

6.3 Limitations
Our study included 10 blind participants, which resulted in five pairs. Although this is a small
number of pairs, we applied the statistical tests to assess significant variance between participants
whenever possible. A higher number of pairs could have led to results with larger effect sizes. Also,
it is known that prior social relationships can have an impact on collaboration [12, 44]. However,
since all participants knew their partners somehow as they all attended the same institution, we
could not assess this. Still, the observed WA information exchanges and emergent collaboration
behaviors can be applied to other nonvisual collaborative use cases.
We only allowed one-handed interaction, which can be somewhat restrictive, considering the
large touchscreen area available. However, to support two-hand interaction, we would have to
provide more feedback channels so that it would be possible to distinguish content intersected by
the left and right hands, which could make this first attempt at a multi-user nonvisual prototype
overly complex. Further research should leverage this work and enable two-hand interaction.
The Task-Dependent mode requires defining in advance what constitutes a relevant action,
which can be difficult (or sometimes impossible) in more complex collaborative tasks. In such
cases, users may be required to explicitly define what is relevant to them. Such definition can be
made, for instance, in terms of content type (as in our task), location of events on the tabletop, or
(a)synchrony with the user’s actions.
Finally, the Bluetooth headphones introduced a small latency, which could be perceived when
participants dragged the finger quickly over an object; the headphones would play the corresponding
sound slightly off location. We noticed this effect in some instances where participants were guiding
partners’ hands to a recently discovered target.
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CONCLUSIONS

We presented the design and implementation of a multi-user auditory display for interactive
tabletops. We then reported on a user study that examined its effectiveness on promoting nonvisual
collaborative work as well as the effect of different feedback modes on task performance and
workspace awareness information exchanges. Results show that nonvisual interactive tabletops
are effective in allowing multiple users to simultaneously interact with content. Moreover, the
amount of auditory provided to users did not have significant effects on task performance. On the
other hand, task complexity made tasks slower and more erroneous. We further identified which
type of workspace awareness information was exchanged under different feedback conditions,
showing what information is relevant and should be conveyed by future screen reader design
that aim to support multiple users. We also analyzed emergent collaboration behaviors, namely
concerning the supply and extraction of location information, coordinating strategies, and physical
interactions. Our findings provide empirical evidence that deictic gestures play a major role in
nonvisual co-located collaboration, along with several physical coping strategies.
Our work is the first step towards inclusive tabletop collaboration and the presented results
can help researchers and developers creating future co-located collaborative tools for blind people.
Considering, for example, an application for map exploration, our guidelines can contribute to the
development of interfaces that can successfully aid users in finding and discussing over points-ofinterest without losing spatial awareness and being able to relate such points. Possible avenues
for future research include the exploration of more complex collaboration mechanics, such as the
support for shared resources, and the development of approaches towards inclusive tabletops that
support users with mixed-visual abilities. Such developments would present an opportunity to
contextualize natural interaction practices and emergent territories [56] within inclusive tabletop
interfaces.
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